
Hunter, Donielle 

From: Wesley Scott <wscott@wowway.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 3:31 PM 
To: Puco Docketing 
Subject: Comments on 14-1297-EL-SSO 

Dear Chair Public Utilities Commission Ohio Andre Porter, 

I wish to lodge comments on the pending case (14-1297-EL-SSO) regarding FirstEnergy's request to saddle its rate payers 
with additional and exceptional costs for its two, aging power plants (Bessie and Stamis). I am in opposition to this 
attempt. 

I have to question why a firm, as revealed in the past three weeks in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, would say that the 2008 
energy efficiency mandate means substantial energy cost savings and then also work to undermine this mandate in a bill 
passed in the past year to effectively place a moratorium upon the very efficiency program they previously offered so 
much cause, in the form of savings, to support. 

Now {Cleveland Plain Dealer - 9 Sept 2015) the PD reveals that even the figures used to estimate future energy costs 
upon which to compare the excess cost of their rate plan against are way off. Such comparisons no longer hold water to 
justify granting this rate case's approval {if they ever did)! 

Finally, as an Illuminating Co. customer who sees the great promise that even natural gas electric generation holds (let 
alone even greater savings as future energy sources come on-line) can not understand the logic in supporting the poor 
choices and insincere dealings that FirstEnergy is attempting to perpetrate upon the rate payers of Ohio. 

1 urge you to disallow this rate case. 

Sincerely, 

Wesley Scott 
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